We introduce a neural network-based system of Word Sense Disambiguation (WSD) for German that is based on SenseFitting, a novel method for optimizing WSD. We outperform knowledge-based WSD methods by up to 25% F1-score and produce a new state-of-the-art on the German sense-annotated dataset WebCAGe. Our method uses three feature vectors consisting of a) sense, b) gloss, and c) relational vectors to represent target senses and to compare them with the vector centroids of sample contexts. Utilizing widely available word embeddings and lexical resources, we are able to compensate for the lower resource availability of German. SenseFitting builds upon the recently introduced semantic specialization procedure Attract-Repel, and leverages sense level semantic constraints from lexical-semantic networks (e.g. GermaNet) or online social dictionaries (e.g. Wiktionary) to produce high-quality sense embeddings from pre-trained word embeddings. We evaluate our sense embeddings with a new SimLex-999 based similarity dataset, called SimSense, that we developed for this work. We achieve results that outperform current lemma-based specialization methods for German, making them comparable to results achieved for English.
Introduction
Embeddings have been used successfully for a variety of Natural Language Processing (NLP) tasks, including Word Sense Disambiguation (WSD). There is a multitude of English evaluation datasets, sense annotated corpora, and tasks available to measure the performance of WSD systems, some of which were designed with embeddings in mind (Moro and Navigli, 2015) , some without (Edmonds and Cotton, 2001; Mihalcea et al., 2004) . For German, however, only a few sense annotated datasets exist and therefore possibilities for NLP applications are limited.
In this paper, we present a system for lexicalsample WSD that is applicable to high and low resource languages by using widely available resources such as word embeddings trained on large unlabeled text corpora, and lexical-semantic networks. We refine the procedure of Simple Embedding-Based Word Sense Disambiguation introduced by Oele and van Noord (2018) for Dutch (another low-resource language), who use sense embeddings and expanded glosses to represent target senses. Instead of only extending glosses and contexts, as suggested by the authors, we include a third feature vector in sense representation that is derived from the sense relationships of the target senses in a lexical-semantic network.
The sense embeddings used in this work are computed with the help of SenseFitting, a novel method that extends the semantic specialization procedure Attract-Repel (Mrkšić et al., 2017) by exploring sense level semantic constraints. We apply SenseFitting to sense embeddings based on pre-trained word embeddings using a technique similar to that of Chen et al. (2014) . We show that this method can significantly improve the performance of WSD compared to the use of word embeddings alone. We also show that the quality of semantic constraints plays a major role in this improvement.
We independently leverage both GermaNet (Hamp and Feldweg, 1997) , a German lexicalsemantic network similar to WordNet (Kunze and Lemnitzer, 2002) , and the German Wiktionary 1 , a collaborative online social dictionary, to extract semantic constraints on the sense level and apply SenseFitting to word embeddings trained on two large German corpora (Leipzig (Goldhahn et al., 2012) and COW (Schäfer, 2015) ). To evaluate our sense embeddings, we create SimSense, a resource for German based on from SimLex-999 (Hill et al., 2015) that addresses sense level semantic similarities.
From the few open source datasets containing German sense annotations, we chose WebCAGe (Henrich et al., 2012) , which is the only dataset that contains sense annotations from both lexical resources used in this paper: WebCAGe mainly collects sentences sampled from the German Wiktionary and annotated with senses from GermaNet. We align WebCAGe with a current version of the German Wiktionary to use the resulting subset WebCAGe-aligned (WCA) for evaluating our algorithm by means of both GermaNet and Wiktionary.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 reviews related work. Section 3 describes SenseFitting and our WSD algorithm. Section 4 describes the preparation of the resources (GermaNet, Wiktionary, SimSense, WCA) used to evaluate our algorithm. Section 5 presents experimental results. Finally, section 6 draws a conclusion.
Related Work
Recent years have seen multiple noteworthy approaches to WSD using sense embeddings. Early works trained sense embeddings on automatically disambiguated corpora. These include Chen et al. (2014) , who present a unified model for joint word sense representation and disambiguation, and Iacobacci et al. (2015) , who train sense embeddings using word2vec (Mikolov et al., 2013) . More recently, used a supervised method to train sense embeddings on manually annotated corpora. Oele and van Noord (2018) use sense embeddings created with AutoExtend (Rothe and Schütze, 2015) , a method for fine-tuning word embeddings to include representations of lexemes and synsets from WordNet. Tuning methods are also proposed by Faruqui et al. (2015) , who tune embeddings using synonymy-related constraints on lemma-level extracted from WordNet, and Wieting et al. (2015) , who explore paraphrase-related constraints. Mrkšić et al. (2016 Mrkšić et al. ( , 2017 evaluate antonymy-and synonymy-related constraints on lemma-level to refine word embeddings, a method called semantic specialization.
In this article we combine the method of semantic specialization with the generation of sense embeddings. That is, we examine sense-related constraints provided by known lexical resources for the fine tuning of sense embeddings to finally solve various tasks of WSD. Figure 1 shows a flowchart of our approach. Pretrained word embeddings and sense level relational data are used in SenseFitting to create sense embeddings. These are used along the lexical resources to create three-fold vector representations which are finally applied to our WSD downstream task. The following section 3.1 describes our vector representations of senses, while section 3.2 describes SenseFitting and section 3.3 describes our WSD approach. Some lexical resources, such as Wiktionary, are ambiguous on the sense level and have to be disambiguated first. This is briefly reported in section 4.2.2 and discussed more thoroughly in section A.1.1.
Methods

Three-fold Vector Representations of Senses
We use three feature vectors to represent any sense S of a word w: the sense vector S s , the gloss vector S g and the sense relation vector S r . These three vectors are compared with lexical contexts C in which w is observed to compute similarity scores between C and S. Contexts C in which w has to be disambiguated are represented by the centroid C w of the embeddings of all textual neighbors of w in C. Likewise, the gloss vector S g corresponds to the centroid of the embeddings of all words describing S in the underlying gloss, while the sense relation vector S r denotes the centroid of the lexical neighborhood of S in GermaNet and alternatively in Wiktionary. Thirdly, the sense vector S s is obtained from a sense embedding which has been created using SenseFitting, a semantic specialization method that explores sense level semantic constraints to refine word embeddings (see section 3.2).
To compute the relational vector S r we exploit explicit semantic constraints from terminological ontologies. This is inspired by Oele and van Noord (2018) , who use elements of lexical chains that reach a similarity threshold or are similar according to a distribution thesaurus to extend the gloss of a sense. However, we select words or senses that are related to sense S according to the given lexical-semantic network to form S r as an additional feature vector. We assume that words contained in the gloss of a sense are distributed differently than words that have an explicit semantic relation to that sense. Thus, we distinguish S g and S r as two different vector representations. In order to compute S r , we exploit synonymy and hyponymy relations from GermaNet and alternatively from Wiktionary.
SenseFitting
Sense vectors S s are computed by means of SenseFitting, an optimization method of semantic specialization that creates sense embeddings from word embeddings using lexical-semantic networks. SenseFitting is based on semantic specialization, a post-processing method that increases the quality of embeddings by constraining their computation through semantic constraints derived from terminological ontologies. In previous work, these constraints are extracted on the lemma level to specialize word embeddings (e.g. Faruqui et al., 2015; Mrkšić et al., 2016 Mrkšić et al., , 2017 . We extend this approach by constraining the computation of sense embeddings through sense level relations.
Initially, we compute the sense embedding S s of the sense S of word w as the centroid of the embeddings of all words contained in the gloss describing S whose cosine similarity to the word embedding of w is higher than threshold δ (we set δ = 0.05), similarly to the way Chen et al. (2014) create their initial sense embeddings. To keep distributional information from the original embeddings and to compensate for differences in the quality of glosses, we include the embedding of w into computing this centroid. In a second step, S s is post-processed with the help of semantic specialization. This is done using the AttractRepel 2 algorithm (Mrkšić et al., 2017) . This specialization algorithm differs from related approaches such as retrofitting (Faruqui et al., 2015) in that it refers to synonyms and antonyms to constrain the fine-tuning of embeddings in different ways: while training attempts to locate the embeddings further apart from antonyms, synonyms are brought closer together. In this way, embeddings are created that better reflect sense relations. As a result of this constraint satisfaction process, S s is computed as a hybrid vector representation to which S g and the sense relations that embed S into the operational lexical resource (GermaNet or Wiktionary) contribute in different ways.
Word Sense Disambiguation
After S g , S r and S s have been calculated for each sense S of a word w, WSD can be performed. For this purpose, we calculate the similarity of the context vector C w and the three-part vector representation S w = {S s , S g , S r } of the sense S of w, choosing the sense with the highest score as follows:
Here S(w) denotes the set of all senses of w.
Note that all three component vectors are equally weighted in Equation (1). Of course, we could have considered weighting the effects of these component vectors differently and learning their relative weights. In our experiments, however, our simpler approach was already very effective.
4 Experimental Setup
Embeddings
We used a set of pre-trained word embeddings 3 of Ahmed and Mehler (2018) as a basis for SenseFitting. This concerns wang2vec embeddings (Ling et al., 2015) trained on two large German corpora: the COW corpus and the LeipzigMT corpus, which is the combination of Leipzig40-2018 (Schäfer, 2015) and WMT-2010-German corpora (CallisonBurch et al., 2010) . Ahmed and Mehler (2018) trained Structured Skip-gram wang2vec embeddings with a dimension of 100, window size of 8, minimum word count threshold of 4 and otherwise default parameters as given in Ling et al. (2015) . As German is a highly inflected language in comparison to English, a single word can be distributed across various morphological and spelling variants effectively weakening the information value of their embeddings. To mitigate the dispersion of information of an embedding over multiple variants, we also use embeddings trained on lemmatized versions of the corpora.
The original embeddings are very large, based on a vocabulary of several million words. Thus, we drop all entries that do not occur anywhere in Wiktionary, GermaNet or our test data. In the case of COW, this leads to 435 003 embeddings of words converted to lowercase letters and 402 575 lemma-based embeddings. In the case of Leipzig40MT, this leads to 347 550 lowercased word embeddings and 334 625 lemma embeddings. On top of these embeddings, we performed SenseFitting using the default parameters for Attract-Repel defined by Mrkšić et al. (2017) .
Preparing SenseFitting
We utilize GermaNet and Wiktionary as sense inventories for SenseFitting. Sections 4.2.1 and 4.2.2 describe the steps necessary to prepare them for SenseFitting, while section 4.2.3 provides a summary of the resulting resources. Section 4.3 describes SimSense, a sense-annotated semantic similarity evaluation dataset, which we specifically created for this work.
Preprocessing GermaNet
Only a few modifications are necessary to prepare GermaNet for SenseFitting with Attract-Repel. GermaNet does not contain own sense glosses but glosses mapped from Wiktionary by Henrich et al. 
(2011), yielding 27 903 sense definitions. We expand these definitions with an additional 32 850 mappings from Matuschek and Gurevych (2013) . In this way, we obtain a total of 30 352 distinct sense glosses for our training 4 . In order to run SenseFitting on the lemma-based wang2vec embeddings from Ahmed and Mehler (2018) , we lemmatized the glosses using spaCy V2.0 5 , the same tool used to lemmatize the embeddings' training corpora.
Preprocessing Wiktionary
We used WikiDragon to obtain a Neo4j 6 graph-database from a current German Wiktionary dump (April 2018) and used spaCy V2.0 to lemmatize 147 363 sense glosses, adding them to the database. Utilizing the German Wiktionary for SenseFitting, which relies on sense-tosense relations, is more challenging because relations are encoded as URLs from the source sense to the target's page (sense-to-lemma relations, see figure 2 ) and thus are inherently ambiguous. In a further pre-processing step, detailed and evaluated in section A.1.1, we are able to disambiguate 164 154 of 220 927 relations 7 , leaving 56 773 ambiguous sense-to-lemma relations. These are still used in training, as our experiments have shown a small positive effect on embedding quality while retaining them.
SenseFitting Training Resources
After pre-processing, the relation count in the case of GermaNet ranges from 685 484 synonym relations to 3 426 antonym relations. In the case 
SenseFitting Evaluation Dataset
In their work, Mrkšić et al. (2017) measure Attract-Repel's performance by using the multilingual semantic similarity evaluation dataset SimLex (Hill et al., 2015) . It contains word pairs that have been annotated by experts regarding their degree of similarity in order to clarify their status as synonyms. Mrkšić et al. (2017) obtain state-ofthe-art results using Spearman's rank correlation coefficient to measure the performance of their embeddings. Although SimLex is available in German, there is, unfortunately, no such dataset for sense similarity. Thus, in order to evaluate our sense embeddings computed with SenseFitting, we tagged a subset of SimLex word pairs with senses using the GermaNet sense inventory and annotated their degree of similarity.
Dataset Description
The annotations are grouped into three categories: positive, negative and false samples. They aim to capture four different types of relations between senses for which we believe a semantic specialization method should be tested. Table 1 exemplifies annotations for each relation type using two English word pairs from SimLex 9 using sense glosses from the English Wiktionary.
Positive samples are obtained from word pairs that are connected at least by one sense relation that exists between their senses. We look for such pairings for each sense in our subset of SimLex using GermaNet as resource. From the first pairing that we find for such a sense, we create a positive sample. Sample 1 (pos) in table 1 captures two synonymous senses of new and fresh.
Then, for any such pairing, we check all other pairings and use the first one whose senses are unrelated to generate a negative sample. Sample 2 (neg) shows a negative sample of two unrelated senses with a small similarity, while sample 3 (neg) shows a negative sample of two unrelated senses with no similarity.
Words and senses for which we did not find any positive sample are considered to be entirely unrelated, like sample 4 (false) in the table above. In this case, we use the first senses of such words to generate false samples. Using synonym, antonym, hyponym and hypernym relations from GermaNet for generating positive samples, we get 210 pairs, which were finally annotated regarding their similarity based on their glosses (see section 4.3.2). These annotations form the evaluation dataset called SimSense.
Unfortunately, GermaNet does not feature Wiktionary identifiers for its glosses mapped by Henrich et al. (2011) , complicating the use of SimSense to evaluate SenseFitting performance with Wiktionary. Thus, only 76 of the annotated pairs are applicable to evaluate SenseFitting with Wiktionary.
Annotation Process
The SimSense dataset was annotated by two native speakers of German. Both annotators were given a table containing a single unannotated SimSense pair per row. Each row only detailed the senses lemmata and definition, but did not contain further information like the sample type. With the practical example in table 1, the annotators would have been given the third to sixth column (Source, Target and respective Gloss columns).
To evaluate the resulting dataset, we computed inter-annotator agreement ρ and average response deviation σ in the same manner as Hill et al. (2015) . The authors compute ρ as the average of the Spearman rank correlation for each annotation pairwise across the authors and σ as the average standard deviation, likewise. Figure 3 shows the inter-annotator agreement and average response deviation for all pairs and by sample type. With 0.85 inter-annotator agreement ρ over all annotation is significantly (+0.177) higher than for SimLex-999. Further, the response deviation σ is about half compared with SimLex-999 (Hill et al., 2015) 10 . We presume the lower ambiguity of senses with a given definition to be responsible for our better values, possibly influenced by the lower amount of annotators and annotation pairs. 
Word Sense Disambiguation
In all experiments described below, our WSD method is based on the following parameter setting unless otherwise stated. We set the window size to observe context words around target words to 8, matching the window size of the wang2vec embeddings during training. We exclude the target word from the list of context words, as suggested by Iacobacci et al. (2016) . As a measure of the performance of WSD, we adopt the scoring system used in IMS (Zhong and Ng, 2010) , taking a single best guess for every sample.
10 Note: The authors report a response consistency of 0.751 for all annotations in their work, which is defined as 1/σ.
Preprocessing WebCAGe
As mentioned at the beginning, evaluation datasets such as Senseval or SemEval, as well as training datasets of sense annotations, are missing in German. However, there is a single sense annotated corpus that has annotations for GermaNet and Wiktionary called WebCAGe (Henrich et al., 2012) . WebCAGe is a corpus mainly composed of examples from word sense definitions from the German Wiktionary which were automatically annotated with GermaNet senses and hand-corrected afterward. However, the authors do not provide a mapping to Wiktionary; only GermaNet senses are tagged with an ID. After the pre-processing outlined in the supplemental section section A.2, we get a new corpus called WebCAGe-aligned (WCA) that contains about 58% of WebCAGe's sentences, for a total of 4 125 sentences with 2 178 unique lemmas and thus 1.89 sentences per lemma. Table 2 shows the Spearman's rank correlation for all our created sense embeddings with SimSense. The third column shows the specialization method used for the given embedding. Here "Baseline" denotes sense embeddings which were initialized using only the vector centroid of sense glosses as described in section 3.2 but not specialized further.
Results
SenseFitting Performance
All results for GermaNet outperform the baseline by about +0.314, across both COW and Leipzig embeddings and with or without lemmatization. This shows that extending word embeddings to the sense-layer and specializing them using sense-to-sense relations improves the representation of semantic similarity by a large margin. For comparison to lemma-based specialization, we ran Attract-Repel with GermaNet lemma relations on our COW embeddings. The resulting embeddings scored 0.415 for SimLex, slightly lower than the ones trained by Mrkšić et al. (2017) which scored 0.43. The underlying COW embeddings however already score 0.352 for Simlex, resulting in a performance increase with AttractRepel of 0.063. Therefore, the increase of SenseFitting is nearly 7 times as large as the increase of Attract-Repel using lemma-to-lemma constraints. This improvement is also significantly higher than the improvement with Attract-Repel on SimLex for German reported by Mrkšić et al. (2017) of +0.23 using lemma-based monolingual data. It is worth noting that all COW embeddings trained with GermaNet relations strictly outperform the Leipzig embeddings confirming Ahmed and Mehler (2018) observation that the COW embeddings are of higher quality. The authors attribute this to the significantly higher data size of the COW corpus which is with over 600 million sentences more than ten times larger than the extended Leipzig corpus with 60 million sentences.
The lower half of Table 2 shows the Spearman's correlation for the Wiktionary sense embeddings, which perform only about half as good as GermaNet's did. Using GermaNet to create the SimSense dataset may introduce a bias, as we do not control whether Wiktionary has similar relations to the ones from which the dataset is induced. Instead we rely on the fact that the glosses in GermaNet were automatically mapped from Wiktionary (Henrich et al., 2011) , strongly suggesting there must a certain degree of similarity to the sense definitions and relations. Still, further work has to be done to fully analyze the possible impact of this issue and refine the evaluation of SenseFitting for Wiktionary. While the total performance using Wiktionary as SenseFitting resource is lower when compared with GermaNet, the relative increase of +0.291 for the COW-lower embeddings using SenseFitting is still noteworthy.
Our results demonstrate that we can improve the semantic quality of embeddings even more with sense level constraints. Further, our results show that SenseFitting improves the representation of semantic relationships not only for senses with an explicit relationship, but also for those not covered in the lexical resource. Given the status of German as a low-resource language and the difficulties in generating embeddings for this highly inflectional language, these results are promising.
Word Sense Disambiguation
Taking all optimized resources into account, we come to the main task of WSD. The following two tables show the results of our WSD method for the WCA dataset. Table 3 holds the results with GermaNet as sense inventory, while Table 4 holds the results for Wiktionary: w2v stands for wang2vec, AR for Attract-Repel and SF for SenseFitting. When running our disambiguation with word embeddings (w2v & AR), we drop the sense feature vector and use gloss and relational features only. We used a First Sense baseline, as suggested by Iacobacci et al. (2016) , and a Random Sense baseline.
All results for GermaNet outperform these baselines by a significant margin. The embeddings trained on the Leipzig corpus are outperformed by the COW embeddings, again confirming the previous assumption that the latter are of higher quality. However, we cannot entirely confirm our hypothesis about lemmatization (formulated in section 4.1). The lemmatized Leipzig sense embeddings bring a slight improvement for verbs, beating their lowercased variant by +0.98, but the COW embeddings do not profit from lemmatization. In light of the fact that verbs usually have the most inflections in German, followed by adjectives, we presume that lemmatizing the many possible wordforms of a verb or adjective helps to capture their meaning and consequently improve their embedding. Although spaCy gives decent results for lemmatization in German, we might see an improvement with a better lemmatizer, as our disambiguation performance depends on it.
We take steps towards closing the gap to WSD results for high-resource languages such as English, and outperform the Lesk-based methods used by Henrich (2015) on the original WebCAGe corpus with both GermaNet as dataset by +2.86, +18.37 and +25.81 for nouns, verbs, and adjectives, respectively. The work of Henrich (2015) provides the only other German WSD method for WebCAGe, using knowledge-based and supervised machine learning (ML) methods. The ML approaches are not comparable to our work, as, according to Henrich (2015) , they are only applicable to a very small subset of 43 out of 2 178 lemmas from the WebCAGe corpus. We outperform the author's best knowledge-based method Borda count, which combines all methods in their work, for nouns (+0.11) and verbs (+1.16). Further, our sense embedding performance exceeds the Attract-Repel (AR) embeddings performance. The AR embeddings, in turn, cannot beat the pure wang2vec embeddings, although after specialization they perform similarly for SimLex (0.415) to the ones trained by Mrkšić et al. (2017) using German monolingual data (0.43). Table 4 show the results using Wiktionary as a sense inventory. Wiktionary has a large number of sense glosses, resulting in good baseline performance using wang2vec embeddings, however, with automatically annotated relations, SenseFitting does not improve the performance over the original wang2vec embeddings consistently. Still, our results beat the Wiktionary Lesk results from Henrich (2015) by more than 5%. The best results throughout our work are obtained with SenseFitting on expert-crafted lexical data from GermaNet, which outperforms Wiktionary in all tasks.
Conclusion
We introduced SenseFitting, an extension of semantic specialization algorithms based on AttractRepel. SenseFitting performs a semantic specialization of the centroids of word embeddings used to represent senses by means of sense level constraints. We evaluated our sense-specialized embeddings using a newly created resource called SimSense and showed that SenseFitting improves sense representation by a large margin. Then, we applied our sense embeddings to Word Sense Disambiguation (WSD) using a simple disambiguation algorithm. Our sense embedding-based method outperforms competitors based on word embeddings, specialized word embeddings, the first sense baseline, as well as previous results obtained for the WebCAGe corpus. To sum up, our results show: a) SenseFitting generates embeddings that allow semantic similarities on the sense level to be reconstructed in a valid manner; b) recognizing these similarities leads to an increase in performance in downstream-tasks such as WSD. Future work will examine whether the results obtained for German can be transferred to other languages. Further work will evaluate whether sense embeddings obtained by SenseFitting can increase performance while using other embedding based WSD methods. We believe that highquality representations of senses and their similarities can enhance performance in tasks other than WSD. This will also be tested in future work. In addition, we plan to apply SenseFitting to pre-trained sense embeddings, such as FastSense to evaluate whether we can improve their performance as well. Table 5 shows the F 1 -scores of disambiguating these relations. The GermaNet disambiguation reaches a score of more than 90% for all relation types with a precision of 94 − 100%. We assume that this high performance is due to GermaNet's structure: all relations are symmetric 12 , and relations between synsets essentially create fully connected graphs of senses that all get moved towards their center.
Wiktionary does not show the graph structure of GermaNet; nor is its development controlled by a group of experts, but by a heterogeneous online community based on the wiki principle. show that this community consists of a small number of highly active authors that contribute to a broader set of topics and a large number of less active authors who contribute to a narrower set of topics. This imbalance suggests that Wiktionary's thematic orientation may be distorted by these highly active authors. As such, Wiktionary is likely not as consistent and stable as a resource created by a group of experts.
The performance of Wiktionary's relation disambiguation on the dataset from Meyer and Gurevych (2012) confirms this hypothesis. Although precision remains high around 70%, F 1 -scores drop about half, because recall is rather low. Synonyms show the most significant difference to results obtained for GermaNet. We assume this to be caused by the lack of symmetry in Wiktionary relations which is present in about 20% of synonymy relations 13 .
These results show that our semantic specialization can produce viable results for relation disambiguation if the used resource is well structured and features dense relations. Table 6 shows the relation count for each resource in all variations. The before mentioned graph structure of GermaNet can be seen in the count of hyponyms and hypernyms: they are equal as both relations are symmetric. This symmetry helps drawing hypernym-hyponym pairs together, most likely increasing SenseFittings positive effect on injecting semantic information into sense embeddings. As mentioned in section A.2, WebCAGe is a corpus mainly composed of examples from word sense definitions from the German Wiktionary which were automatically annotated with GermaNet senses and hand-corrected afterward (Henrich et al., 2011) . However, the authors do not provide a mapping to Wiktionary; only GermaNet 13 For Wiktionary sense-to-lemma relations, we consider a relation to be symmetric if {(Sa, L b ), (Sa, L b )} ⊆ Rr, where SX is a sense of lemma LX and Rr is the set of all relations of the given type r.
A.1.3 SenseFitting Training Resources
senses are tagged with an ID. Thus we needed to map WebCAGe back to Wiktionary to be able to evaluate the performance of our WSD method with both Wiktionary and GermaNet. We were able to match a large portion of all sentences from WebCAGe to a recent German Wiktionary export from April 2018. From this portion, we excluded sentences that did not include the target word itself (e.g. if a target word was only contained in the sentence as part of a word formation or compound) 14 . The size of WCA is similar to the size of datasets available for WSD tasks in English. Table 7 compares WCA against task-related datasets used to evaluate the method of Iacobacci et al. (2016) , namely Senseval-2 (Edmonds and Cotton, 2001 ), Senseval-3 (Mihalcea et al., 2004) and SemEval-07 (Pradhan et al., 2007) . Note that WCA differs from the English datasets in the number of sentences per lemma: It has on average only 1.89 sentences per lemma, while Senseval-2 has 59.3. This might affect a WSD performance evaluation, as the methods performance is not evaluated as consistently across many samples for the same target word, but rather sparsely across a large variety of target words. While WebCAGe (and WCA alike) might cover many different words, it does not cover all possible senses for a given target word.
